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Political science, philosophy and economics students run a voter registration booth on national Voter Registration Day.
Students get ready to register
Voting awareness     
comes to Taylor’s campus
Chrysa Keenon
Co-Editor in Chief
Midterm elections, the poll that 
will determine the course of the 
next two years in U.S. government, 
will be held across the country on 
Nov. 6. 
The midterm elections are es-
sentially the non-presidential elec-
tions, usually held for members of 
the Senate or the House of Rep-
resentatives. While they will be 
held in November, the voter reg-
istration date is nationally differ-
ent, varying state by state. 
According to Assistant Profes-
sor of Political Science Jakob Mill-
er, midterms are hugely influential 
and determine most of the legisla-
tive body that affect citizens’ dai-
ly lives.
“In midterm elections, there is 





Taylor hosts canned food drive
Dining Commons 




Taylor University will be hosting a 
food bank on Oct. 8–12 in benefit of 
the Grant County Rescue Mission lo-
cated in Marion. 
The Grant County Rescue Mission 
has been around for more than 30 
years, and their mission is to provide 
for the homeless, hungry and addict-
ed in the Marion area. Last year alone, 
according to the Grant County Rescue 
Mission website, they provided over 
58,817 hot meals for their residents and 
anyone who needed a plate of food. 
Shelter, transitional housing and ad-
diction recovery is given to whoever 
is willing to stop by their door. 
They seek to not only provide 
food, but the word of salvation. 
As stated by the Grant County 
Rescue Mission website, this or-
ganization has a Christian-based 
recovery program that helps peo-
ple struggling with the usage of 
drugs. For them, spiritual health 
is as much as a priority as it is 
their physical and mental health.
College life can be busy and op-
portunities to give back are not as 
accessible when one is a college stu-
dent or professor. Anyone can take 
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Students can participate in Taylor’s food drive by 




voting,” Miller said. “You’re vot-
ing for your senator or member 
of the house. Your vote matters a 
lot more than general elections; 
it’s worth more. And presidents, 
while they’re the most public face. 
. .day-to-day members of the leg-
islature are often far more influ-
ential to our everyday lives. So 
you have more power in these 
elections, and they matter more 
to you.”
According to data from Ballot-
pedia.org, 35 Senate seats are open 
for election. All 435 House seats 
are up for election as well. The 
Republican party holds 51 seats 
in the Senate, Democrats hold 47 
seats, and two seats are held by in-
dependent party members. 
The Republicans hold the ma-
jority in the House of Represen-
tatives, holding 236 seats while 
Democrats hold 193 seats. Six 
seats are currently vacant, accord-
ing to the data. 
Miller believes that due to how 
many seats are available for each 
party to grab relates to why there 
has been extensive media buzz to 
the upcoming midterm. According 
to him, there is usually a wave of 
votes contending for the opposite 
party of the president every time 
a new president gets elected. This 
cycle is a strategy politicians use 
to show how the public reacts to 
the president. Pushback from vot-
ers of the other party is common.
“I think most polls fail to com-
pletely capture a certain demo-
graphic’s opinion,” senior Mary 
Wurster said. “No poll is going to 
be able to hear from everyone, and 
therefore, no poll is going to be per-
fect. College students also some-
times fall into the trap of ignoring 
polls available to them, which di-
minishes accurate findings.”
Wurster said it the responsibility 
of an American citizen to vote, cit-
ing that not all countries have this 
kind of say in their government. 
According to her, there can be a 
habit created of not voting, which 
wastes the opportunity to engage 
in local government. 
Miller believes that students 
should vote every election, rath-
er than every four years. Wurster 
admits that being an out-of-state 
voter has a longer process. 
“Make sure you request your bal-
lot well before the election,” Wurst-
er said. “If you are confused about 
how to register to vote or how to 
request an absentee ballot, your 
local election board should have 
an online presence that should an-
swer any questions.”
A mailed request for a ballot 
must be sent to your home coun-
ty’s election board by a certain 
date. Usually the dates vary by 
state, but the information can be 
easily located online. To find in-
formation about deadline dates 
for your state, go to usvotefoun-
dation.org.
echo@taylor.edu
part of this food bank, so seize the 
chance! Marketing Coordinator Re-
bekah Smith thinks this is a great and 
easy opportunity to help with the lo-
cal community.
“Beyond community plunge and 
other wing related events, sometimes 
want to see some campus beauty? Check out photo editor trevor's Pics of the week on page 2!
there might not be a whole lot of op-
portunities to feel like you get to help the 
local communities, especially if you’re 
really busy,” Smith said.
This is not the first time that the 
Dining Services has supported the 
Grant County Rescue Mission. At the 
end of each semester, Taylor donates 
dairy products, perishable food and 
produce in benefit of this organiza-
tion. The university also takes part in 
the Food Recovery Network; accord-
ing to Nate Haugh, Food Service Di-
rector, students collect leftover food 
and give it away to local missions. 
A white and red striped box will be 
located at the Dining Commons and 
the Larita Boren Campus Center all 
day, Monday through Friday. Wheth-
er it’s with non-perishables, canned 
items, clothing or any knickknacks in 
good condition, feel free to contribute 
to the cause. 
The food bank is taking place amid 
the National Food Bank week. This 
week honors all the people who make 
food banks possible. It serves as a re-
minder that even though enough food 
is produced that no one should go 
hungry, 795 million people live with 
hunger on a daily basis, according to 
the World Food Programme. 
“I’m looking forward to people from 
all walks of life being able to donate 
and help,” sophomore Ruth Brown 
said. “It’s especially good for college 
students who don’t necessarily feel 
like they can give out a lot of stuff.”
It’s not every day that an opportu-
nity to blatantly give is presented to 
us. A can of food or an old sweater will 
go a long way in making a difference 
in these people’s lives, so get ready to 





"What many do not realize is the truth that a large portion 
of these refugees seeking asylum are Christians being 
persecuted for their faith."
Bree's beatNEWS
Correction
In the Sept. 21 edition of The Echo, the 
upcoming cross country meets were 
omitted from the Sports page. 








Young Anmar left for school one 
morning just as she had every oth-
er day. To her horror, when she ar-
rived, the building where she had 
spent every weekday for her edu-
cation was reduced to rubble.
Her family quickly fled for their 
lives from their home in Aleppo, 
Syria and sought safety in Turkey. 
Anmar’s parents, Ammar and Fat-
ma, worked hard in Turkey trying 
to provide for their family with lit-
tle pay and rough living situations. 
On top of the already stressful en-
vironment, their son with special 
needs could not receive the prop-
er health care to help him live well.
Four long years after this harsh 
uprooting from home to impov-
erishment, her family was tran-
sitioned to the United States 
through an organization called 
World Relief. This organization 
helped Anmar’s family build con-
nections in the States and they 
are now contributors to society 
in a number of ways. Anmar can 
now attend school without fear of 
bombings and her brother has the 
health care he needs. The peace 
they have now cannot be put into 
words after such a traumatic up-
heaval of their lives.
The United Nations declared 
that we are currently in the midst 
of the “worst refugee crisis since 
World War II.” This issue is not go-
ing away but rather increasing.
The World Relief website states, 
“Over 65 million people around 
the world are currently displaced 
from their homes. Each day, that 
number grows by 22,000. Families 
are fleeing for their safety, look-
ing for a new place to rebuild 
their lives.”
The true definition of a “refu-
gee” according to international 
law is, “Someone who leaves their 
country because of a well-found-
ed fear of persecution for one of 
these five reasons: race, religion, 
nationality, political opinion, or 
membership in a particular social 
group,” according to the World Re-
lief website. 
According to the annual UN high 
commissioner for refugees (UN-
HCR) global trends report, half of 
the world’s refugees are children. 
These children, who travel alone 
or in groups to seek sanctuary, of-
ten fall prey to human traffickers.
In the midst of this chaos and 
turmoil people would expect that 
America, the land of immigrants 
and freedom, would be leading 
the charge to protect these vulner-
able populations. In the past, the 
United States has been the hope 
that many refugees, like Anmar’s 
family, have clung to as they faced 
unimaginable terrors.
However, recent developments 
in the government have done ex-
actly the opposite. 40 years ago, 
The Refugee Act declared that the 
President would be given power to 
determine an annual refugee ceil-
ing (the limit of how many refu-
gees can enter the United States). 
In the past, this limit has reached 
up to hundreds of thousands.
According to The New York 
Times, the Trump administration 
announced last Monday that they 
intends to set the cap at 30,000 
individuals. This is the lowest 
ceiling ever set since the Act was 
put in place decades ago.
Normally once a ceiling is set, it 
becomes the administration’s goal 
of how many refugees to bring in. 
This past year the ceiling was set 
at 45,000, yet only about 21,000 
refugees have been admitted, ac-
cording to the Boston Globe.
The cap reflects “Our com-
mitment to protect the most 
vulnerable around the world 
while prioritizing the safety and 
well-being of the American peo-
ple, as President Trump has di-
rected,” Secretary of State Michael 
R. Pompeo said.
World Relief staffer Matthew 
Soerens greatly disagrees with 
this stance. He supports the idea 
that we must prioritize the safe-
ty of American citizens. However, 
no refugee brought into the U.S. 
since our vetting system was put 
in place has ever taken the life of 
an American citizen. Logistically, 
the fear of them is truly an irratio-
nal one. They are seeking the best 
life for their families and desire to 
contribute to the community they 
move into.
What many do not realize is 
the truth that a large portion of 
these refugees seeking asylum 
are Christians being persecuted 
for their faith. Our brothers and 
sisters are being forced to stay 
in locations where genocide and 
violent religious prejudice daily 
threatens their very lives.
“Based on Soerens’s analysis, 
Christian refugee admissions are 
plunging as only 18 Iraqi, 9 Syrian, 
and 5 Iranian believers have been 
accepted into the U.S. so far this 
calendar year,” said Griffin Paul 
Jackson of Christianity Today. 
In locations where refugees are 
most fiercely persecuted, thou-
sands are seeking asylum in the 
states but only 699 of them were 
allowed in this year. 
“That’s a 70 percent decrease 
from the 2,272 Christians re-
settled from those countries 
in the same period in 2016,” 
said Soerens.
Soerens feels that the vetting 
staff at our borders has done a 
great job over the years protect-
ing our nation with our current 
system and is sufficient without 
cutting the amount of refugees 
admitted into the country. Cut-
ting back on the influx of refugees 
not only hurts those trying to en-
ter but it also hurts ministries 
and organizations whose mission 
is to welcome the foreigner and 
help them adapt. Nonprofits like 
World Relief have been forced to 
lay off staff and close down cer-
tain programs due to a lack of ref-
ugees being allowed in.
This refugee issue is not about 
politics, it is about people and 
our responsibility as Christians 
to “love the foreigner among us” 
(Leviticus 19:34). As citizens we 
have a voice in the matter while 
many of these families have 
none. Simply calling your sena-
tors and representatives helps 
inform our government that we 
value the lives of our persecuted 
brothers and sisters. You can help 
make a change by simply sharing 
that you are not okay with such 
a low refugee ceiling or the treat-
ment of families at our border. 
Your voice may be one but when 
paired with others it is a flood 
that breaks down walls.
echo@taylor.edu




through this Taylor tradition. Tayl-
athon means something to each of 
these men, but to Kenn McFarland 
it will always hold a special place 
of honor.
“Taylathon means grit, determina-
tion, and teamwork,” Kenn McFarland 
said. “Victory!”
echo@taylor.edu




Gripping the handle bars in the 
Spring of 1992 and 1993, graduate 
Kenn McFarland lunged himself onto 
the Taylathon bike. His heart pumped 
blood faster than he could think, and 
beads of sweat rolled down his face as 
he sped towards the next curve hop-
ing to have another victory.
McFarland was a two-time defend-
ing Taylathon champion with his 
team during his junior and senior 
years. His sophomore year, his team 
placed second, but their determina-
tion to win payed off.
“I first saw Taylathon when I was a 
visiting high school student,” McFar-
land said. “I thought it was so cool 
and that it would be something I 
would like to be involved in.”
He, and his teammates, lived on the 
1st floor of Bergwall Hall, and while 
he could not race his freshman year 
due to his track commitment, he quit 
track his sophomore year, giving him 
time for Taylathon.
Their team trained at 5:30 in the 
morning for a whole month before 
Taylathon. They also rode on the 
track before any of the other teams. 
It was well worth it.
“Our captain, Mark Leedy, had us fo-
cus on hand-offs in order to not get 
penalized,” McFarland said. “We be-
lieved that if we could run a perfect 
race, we would have a chance to beat 
the better riders of the senior team.”
Taylathon is one of McFarland’s fa-
vorite memories of Taylor, and he still 
recalls having spaghetti dinners and 
watching “Breaking Away” to get their 
spirits ready for the race.
McFarland also remembers that 
during that time, the women’s teams 
raced on tricycles, and Taylathon was 
held in the Spring. Those are both 
different, but one similar factor that 
remains is the entry parade.
“Winning was the most fun, but a 
close second was the team entry pa-
rade,” McFarland said. “One year, we 
rode motorcycles down the sidewalk 
followed by a Ferrari.”
Alex McFarland is a freshman in 1 
West Wengatz Hall, and he is Kenn 
McFarland’s son. He grew up hearing 
of his father’s glorious Taylathon days.
While Alex McFarland won’t be rid-
ing in Taylathon this year, he hopes to 
next year. While he is impressed with 
how his dad won two Taylathon rac-
es, Alex McFarland would be satisfied 
just to win Taylathon once.
“I greatly enjoyed hearing my dad’s 
stories of Taylathon when I was a 
kid,” Alex McFarland said. “He made 
it sound like a ton of fun and I re-
member hearing his awesome story 
of beating the senior class by 6 sec-
onds his junior year! It seemed like a 
ton of fun for him and it has always 
interested me.”
‘‘‘‘Taylathon means grit, determination, and 
teamwork,’ Kenn McFarland said. ‘Victory!’”
1993 Taylathon alumni rode two glory
September 28, 2018
Local students walk into their future this week





Even if we don’t always like to admit 
it, Taylor is a great place. Attending 
college is something we can take for 
granted. But for some children, go-
ing to any college — much less Tay-
lor — is an opportunity they don’t 
even know they have.
That’s something that the Tay-
lor Education Department is col-
laborating on with local schools 
to change. This past Tuesday and 
Wednesday, the department wel-
comed students from local elemen-
tary and middle schools to campus 
as part of a program called “Walk 
into My Future,” which aims to ed-
ucate students about the possibili-
ties of life after high school.
“The hope today is that stu-
dents leave knowing just a little 
bit of what college is and that if 
they want to, they can achieve a 
college education someday,” said 
West Jay Middle School principal 
Mike Crull.
On Tuesday, kindergarten stu-
dents from Blackford County ele-
mentary schools visited campus. 
After a quick campus tour, the stu-
dents engaged in other activities. 
They made books about staying in 
school and saving money for col-
lege and listened to stories read to 
them by Quinn White, an education 
professor whose specialties include 
children’s literature.
But the real fun part was Zum-
ba. Taylor students led the kinder-
gartners through a song that used 
the tune of “Shut Up and Dance,” 
the popular song by band Walk 
the Moon. However, the original 
lyrics were substituted for ones 
about Taylor.
To close the day, the students 
gathered together for a rally. They 
listened to a short talk about the 
importance of doing something 
post-high school, and they ate 
lunch and interacted with the Tay-
lor Trojan mascot.
On Wednesday, sixth graders 
from Jay County middle schools vis-
ited. After a longer and more thor-
ough campus tour led by education 
majors, they ate lunch in the Dining 
Commons then headed to their own 
version of the rally before leaving.
The “Walk into My Future” pro-
gram will hopefully encourage stu-
dents to start making specific plans 
following high school graduation.
It’s possible that very few of the 
students who visited campus on 
Tuesday and Wednesday will come 
back to Taylor.
“We want this to be an experience 
where these kids, these kindergart-
ners and sixth graders, talk to col-
lege students to find out what’s 
college like,” Education Department 
Chair Ben Hotmire said.
But that’s not the point of the pro-
gram. “Walk into My Future” isn’t a 
Taylor recruitment program. It’s 
much bigger than that. It’s about 
the futures of our community’s 
children, whether those futures in-
volve attending Taylor or not. Vis-
iting Taylor’s campus is simply one 
way to stir up dreams for the future.
Another important aspect of the 
program is educating children and 
their parents about a plan known 
as a 529 college savings plan. These 
plans allow families to make pay-
ments into accounts to save mon-
ey for college.
“So, it’s kind of like your 401(k) 
that people save for retirement,” 
Hotmire said.
Introduction to the 529 plan cou-
pled with a visit to a real university 
are practical steps for young stu-
dents to take as they grow closer 
to life after high school.
echo@taylor.edu
The Taylathon teammates who 
rode with Kenn McFarland consist-
ed of Mark Leedy, Jeff Hamilton, Eric 
Harris, Jeff Woods, Scott Hanback, 
Dave Whorle, Greg Flick and Rob 
Zimmerman. 
A bond not easily broken, these 
men not only rode to victory together, 
but they created lasting friendships 
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Students listen to speakers encourage them about their future.
The 2015 Taylathon bring back memories for Kenn McFarland.
Kenn McFarland remembers how impactful his team was to him.




Victoria Lawson | Staff Writer 
As the annual Taylathon bike race 
comes swiftly around the corner, the 
Taylathon team captains are busy 
preparing their teams for what lies 
ahead. The captains and their riders 
share a similar sense of nervous an-
ticipation, but they each have unique 






Grace Fee, Hanna Lichacz, Sarah Mal-
ak, Liesel Koopmans, Alexis Hale
How they're preparing:
The team tries to practice every 
Tuesday and Thursday, once a day. 
The team also practices on the course 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays in 
the DC parking lot to work transitions. 
“We get tips from upperclassmen,” 
said White. “I think they’re com-
ing along; it’s pretty exciting.” White 
knows the odds are stacked against 
them, but she intends to have fun 
with her team.
How they're feeling:
According to White, no one is too 
stressed, just focused on getting the 
hang of it.  “My girls? They’re all pret-
ty tough,” said White. “They’ve never 
done it before, but they’ve got a fight-
ing spirit within them.” She is proud 
of her team for their hard work and 
the heart they’ve put into it. 






Team Riders:  
Gabriel Wehrle, Kaleb Sena, Mat-
thew Bolander, Ethan Leeper, An-
drew Friesen
How they're preparing:
“We’re a group that’s really involved 
in other activities, so we haven’t been 
together as a group yet, but we’re go-
ing to get there,” said Bonnett. They 
plan to get together to practice in the 
DC parking lot and learn to work as a 
cohesive group.
How they're feeling:
“You know, we’re going to fall off,” 
said Bonnett. “It’s going to be okay 
though. I think they’re excited but 
also nervous.” The team is also eager 
to choose their introduction music 
on the big day in addition to getting 
free t-shirts.
One Word to 






Dana Thompson, Ruth Brown, Sa-
vannah Wilson, Sophia Guo, Dana 
Kay, Taylor Marshall
How they're preparing:
The sophomore girls are all about 
preparation. They have been prac-
ticing every day for the past two 
weeks and are currently pairing up 
who transitions best with who. “So 
we have this good relationship with 
the bike, you, and the person you’re 
transitioning with,” said Phipps. She’s 
helping the team focus on their en-
durance as well, gradually adding laps 
to their practices until the big day.
How they're feeling:
Despite their exhaustion after prac-
tice, the girls feel ready. Many of them 
participated in Taylathon as fresh-
men. “A lot of people are excited,” 
said Phipps. “We know it’s coming, 
and we’re planning for it.” The team 
is also made up of roommate pairs, 
which adds some character to their 
group dynamic.







Taylor Burns, Ethan Cramer, Jack Mc-
Neil, Matt Wildman, Mark Anderson, 
Jason Schug
How they're preparing:
Hoping to step back from their 
strict routine from the year prior, 
the sophomore men’s team intend 
to be more “toned down,” accord-
ing to Kimbrell. They practice for 45 
minutes a night and will be taking a 
more chill approach to the race. “May-
be we should start group stretching,” 
said Kimbrell. “Maybe that’s the key 
for winning.” 
How they're feeling:
The team wants to be more hum-
ble than they were in the year prior. 
“We’re a lot more light hearted than 
last year,” said Kimbrell. He wants to 
be less serious so practices are a lot 
more fun and comfortable. 







Abbey Bolander, Abby 
Gonzalez, Amanda 
Fleischmann, Analiese 
Helms, Rachel Gist, 










6  a .m . , 
the team 
teach-
es their new 
members how to mas-
ter transitions. There are varying lev-
els of experienced riders on the team 
and they are all learning how to work 
together smoothly. “It’s one of my fa-
vorite (traditions) of the fall semes-
ter,” said Dundas.
How they're feeling:
While many of the riders have been 
struggling with sickness, the girls still 
feel confident in their abilities. They 
have been willing to push through 
the discomfort and are committed 
to making the most of their practices.







 JD Kay, Jordan Rhodes, Chad Veal, 
Ethan McNeil, Paul Dunas, Matthew 
Beaverson, Ben Kiers
How they're preparing:
Much like other teams, Adkins is 
really training his team to be able to 
transition smoothly, especially since 
they have several newcomers. “If you 
can’t do the transitions, you’re pretty 
much done for,” said Adkins. He en-
couraged his team to bike on their 
free time to practice laps, but in-
tends to focus almost all their ener-
gy on transitions.
How they're feeling:




nervous. At the same 
time, Adkins believes they are one 
of the most relaxed teams. “We’re 
kind of just like ‘hey, show up when 
you can,” said Adkins. “We’re in it to 
win it but we don’t want to take it 
too seriously.”







 Katie Klingstedt, Sarah Manko, Anna 
Clemens, Grace Todd, Madeleine Bur-
kholder, Johannah Lindsay
How they're preparing:
Haynes has two essential tips for 
her team: tuck in your shoelaces 
and tuck in your shirts. “Your shirt 
can get caught on the bike seat and 
your shoelaces can get caught on 
the pedals, and if either of those 
things happen, we’re done for,” said 
Haynes. 
How they're feeling:
The team is all delighted to race 
one last time but nervous about the 
crowd. They feel somewhat self con-
scious with people watching. Other-
wise, they’re feeling good about the 
progress they’ve made.
One Word






Josh Clement, Tim Ours, Nate Clodgo, 
Harrison VanderNoord, Will Kercher, 
Nolan Willoughby, Sung Kim
How they're preparing:
The senior men get a feel for 
the course in the mornings be-
fore 7 a.m. as well as some evening 
practices as needed. As previous-
ly reiterated by the other teams, 
transitions are crucial to success, 
so they time each other’s laps. 
They ’re also focused on avoid-
ing penalties.
How they're feeling:
“(Will and I) have both done this 
since freshman year, and fresh-
man year we got 4th, and last two 
years we've gotten 2nd, so we’re 
like, ‘we have to win this year… 
we need the 1st,” said Shelar. “If it 
doesn’t happen, that’s not a huge 
deal, but it would be really fun to 
finally win.”
One Word to 
Describe the Team:
“Starbucks.” 
Taylathon will be held Sept. 29 be-
tween Reade and Ayres. The wom-
en’s teams ride at 10 a.m. and the 
men’s teams ride at 11 a.m. Come 
support these talented riders as they 
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What it’s like to 
move out of dorm life
Kassidy Weemhoff
Life & Times Co-Editor
A fruit-themed house and a farm-
house chic apartment are where you 
can find some Taylor seniors living 
this year. 
Whether in an apartment of in 
off-campus housing, moving out 
of a dorm for senior year can be a 
healthy and enjoyable transition. 
Some off-campus and apartment 
dwelling seniors admit there are pros 
and cons to both living on campus 
and moving off.
Katie Franz and Abby Crump are 
two seniors who live in a house of 
eight girls about a block off campus. 
Their house, dubbed “The Watermel-
on House” because of its green ex-
terior and pink shutters, has been 
transformed into a cozy space for 
entertaining and developing deep-
er relationships, according to Franz. 
“Even our kitchen reflects the 
theme because half of our kitchen 
cabinets are hot pink,” said Franz. 
“It’s a very colorful house and it's not 
a normal house by any means. We 
have really just loved and embraced 
that name. . . . We have watermelon 
cooking pads and watermelon cups 
and a sign that says hashtag Water-
melon House on our door and a wel-
come mat.”
Franz, Crump and their six oth-
er housemates chose to live in this 
spunky home because it was more 
convenient for them. The girls knew 
they all wanted to live together, so 
sharing a space while balancing rent, 
utilities and groceries has made it 
the cheaper option as well. 
There are many reasons students 
choose to live off campus. According 
to Director of Residence Life Scott 
Barrett, reasons vary from person-
al preference to a desire to further 
themselves from Taylor’s campus in 
hopes of getting to know a specific 
set of friends better.  
“We approve students mainly 
based on educational program re-
quirements (i.e. social work and 
student teaching), specific medical 
needs, and at times based on cam-
pus housing capacity issues,” said 
Barrett. 
Instead of going completely off 
Taylor’s campus, some students 
transition into the apartments at the 
north edge of campus: Campbell Hall 
and Wolgemuth Hall. These apart-
ment complexes are owned and op-
erated by Taylor staff, and the room 
and board cost is the same as living 
in a dorm. However, meal plans are 
flexible and many students enjoy the 
independence they offer. 
Senior Sara Bergen lives in Camp-
bell Hall with three other girls, and 
says the apartments are far enough 
off campus to be independent. 
However, she admits she sees more 
people than she would if she lived 
off-campus. There are many things 
she thoroughly enjoys about her 
apartment lifestyle. 
“I lived on Second Center Olson 
all three years and had a phenom-
enal time, but now I am truly living 
the dream with a kitchen ten feet 
from my bed and more than just a 
10’ by 15’ room to call my own space,” 
Bergen said. “Oh, and we control 
the temperature.”
Bergen also loves cooking with 
her friends and having quiet time 
without pressure to go out on the 
weekends. With plants and pillows 
everywhere, she and her friends 
have enjoyed styling their space on 
a budget. 
Independence is thrilling, but 
these upperclassmen still have 
things they miss about living with 
multiple other people. Bergen miss-
es being able to find a friend around 
every corner, Franz misses wing 
events and getting to know the fresh-
men and Crump misses spiritual life 
events as well as the encouraging 
environment. 
“There are pros and cons to both 
staying on campus as a senior and 
moving off,” said Crump. “Both are 
good in different ways so as people 
come upon that decision, either one 
they choose is going to be good.”
However, Crump, Franz and Ber-
gen all recommend living off campus. 
To them, it is a time of transition be-
tween college life and the real world. 
Barrett said he always encourag-
es students to carefully and thought-
fully consider their transition. It’s 
important, he says, to be moving to-
wards something and not running 
away from it. 
“I say, if you have a group of peo-
ple you love and want to continue to 
invest in, off campus living is awe-
some and I highly recommend it,” 
said Crump. 
Franz and Crump agreed that the 
experience of living in a house was 
both fun and restful for the group re-
siding there. 
The girls insist that off campus 
students can still be part of the Tay-
lor community, although a common 
misconception is that students are 
completely disconnected.
“I love living in the Watermelon 
House because I feel like I’m able to 
be seen and to also create a space 
for others to have a home away from 
their dorm home,” said Franz. To 
have people get the home environ-
ment while being around college stu-
dents has been really fun to provide 
that for people and hopefully con-
tinue to do so.”
echo@taylor.edu
Moving on up (and off campus)
Seniors Sophie Finlay and Sara Bergen enjoy the 






“I say, if you have a group of people you love and 
want to continue to invest in, off campus living 
is awesome and I highly recommend it,”
Moving on up (and off campus)




This year, Women’s Programming and 
Men’s Programming have merged to 
become Collaborative Programming, 
or CoPro.
 “Historically, there’s been Women’s 
Programming on campus and there’s 
been Men’s Programming, and both of 
those only reach half the population,” 
Graduate Assistant for Discipleship 
and supervisor of the CoPro cabinet 
Christina Brandsma said. “This year 
we’re trying something new by incor-
porating men and women in a collab-
orate conversation.”
CoPro’s mission statement de-
clares, “Our purpose is discovering 
what it means to know God and be 
known by God and others through 
real conversations, delighting in God’s 
redemptive nature, and being root-
ed in Scripture as we learn together.”
According to Brandsma, WoPro 
had been considering combining the 
two programs since last year, espe-
cially after members of WoPro in-
vited male student leaders into the 
conversation about WoPro’s Stand 
Up event. This year, the two organi-
zations were combined.
 “I’m excited it’s CoPro, men and 
women working together,” junior 
and CoPro cabinet member Abby 
Randt said. “I think it will be a year 
of learning.”
Senior CoPro cabinet member An-
nika Nord agreed. 
“I’m excited to work with and for 
a larger, diverse group of people,” 
Nord said. “I’m excited to help cre-
ate events for all walks of life, in ev-
ery dorm.”
CoPro plans to continue topics Wo-
Pro covered last year, such as Stand 
Up, while expanding others, such as 
Title IX education. 
Our five key words are body, mind, 
and soul, sexuality, and collabora-
tion,” Brandsma said. “That’s what 
we’ll focus on.”
Though CoPro has finalizations to 
make before revealing more specif-
ics, there will be at least three events 
this fall. The first was a fun-focused 
gameshow night called “Waffles and 
Spaghetti.” The event was held Tues-
day, Sept. 25 at 8 p.m. It featured 
collaborative games that Brandsma 
said were intended to help attendees ap-
preciate the ways men and women are 
different but equally valuable. She hoped 
the event would build a foundation for 
discussing more serious topics later.
“We want to be more of a doorway 
point for conversation,” Brandsma 
said. “We want to provide individ-
uals something to talk about. We 
want to be about learning together, 
growing as a campus and engaging 
hard topics.”
 If students want to get involved with 
CoPro, Brandsma encourages them 
to talk to student leaders and cabi-
net members.
 “All are welcome to the table,” 
sophomore cabinet member Na-
than Rohwer said. “We’re all learn-
ing together.”
echo@taylor.edu
A new organization on campus
kasserole @KHALLLLA
lol I think there are more bikes on 
Sammy’s bike rack than there are 
people living in Swallow Robin 
#tayloru
Bree Bai @ibreebai
"According to Article 24 'everyone 
has the right to rest and leisure'…




You know it might be one of the 
first days of fall when around 1 
out of every 10 people in the DC 
are wearing flannel. #tayloru
Emily Pawlowski @EmilyPawlowski2
Pride is a sin but seeing all these 
billboards bragging on #tayloru 
feels pretty good tbh
Carroll School Store‏ 
@chargercorner_
without 24s would anything 
ever get fixed on this campus?? 
#tayloru
Victoria Lawson @vividlyvict0ria
Fave DC moment: girl in front of 
me tries new drink machine for 
the first time. Sees "tap water" 
option and starts TAPPING the 
button onscreen. Water comes 
out in little spurts; she looks back 
at me sadly. "Sorry it's taking so 
long." Didn't have the heart to tell 
her... #tayloru
Jack Mancuso @_Hulk_Hands_





1. Not hitting the button when you 
walk into Wengatz 
#tayloru
ACROSS
1. A Volkswagon vehicle
2. These insects indicate 
silence (plural).
3. A pre-metamorphosis 
1 down
5. Fire breathing & flying
8. A giant 4 down
9. These flying insects 
suck … your blood.
10. Can carry up to 50 
times their body weight 
(plural)
11. This lil’ guy loves 
apples
13. Brown; see 1 Down. 
15. The inspiration for 
an Owl City song
16. Need saving; very 
common sticker on 
laptops
DOWN
1. Poppin’ out the chrys-
alis like...
4. Charlotte 
6 .  “ P a t i e n c e , 
young ________”
7. A very spiritual bug.
12. Come right after 
April and can fly (plural)
14. A clock’s sound
For the answers to this 




Hashtag #TaylorU to any 
of your Taylor-related 
tweets to have it featured 





He is the triple threat. 





Lived in Ireland for three 
months and Japan for 
one month. Hit her up.
TheWeekly
September 28, 2018
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“This year we’re trying something new by incorporating men 
and women in a collaborate conversation."
Students wait in line to try out the new Za'atar hummus bar 
that has taken the place of Taquería this week.




Hummus and kebabs replaced burri-
tos and nachos this week during the 
Hodson Dining Commons’ first sta-
tion takeover. 
The Za’atar hummus bar featured 
dishes inspired by the Middle East, 
North Africa and India. It was inspired 
by the recent trends involving Middle 
Eastern food. 
“I really liked the concept and I like 
how creative it was to do that,” said se-
nior Connor Salter. “It showed me that 
they’re trying to be creative and I think 
that’s great.”
The concept of the DC takeover was 
developed by Nathaniel Malone, the 
chef at the Taylor DC. He came up with 
the idea as a way to mix up the offer-
ings found at often repetitive stations. 
Malone hopes to do a takeover ev-
ery two weeks, offering a different 
themed station every time. The DC 
will alternate between switching out 
the Taquería and Ciao for these tem-
porary stations. 
Responses to the takeover have been 
overwhelmingly positive. Many stu-
dents appreciate the variety and the 
chance to try something new.
There are some concerns about the 
weeklong loss of mexican or italian, but 
most students aren’t too worried.
“I think we just have it so much that 
it’s not something that’s something su-
per crazy to miss, especially since it’ll 
just come back.” senior Madi McKe-
ough said. 
The next takeover week will be 
homecoming week. The current theme 
planned is eggs, with each day featur-
ing a dish focused around this protein.
Taqueria Takeover
TheEchoNews.com
Do ghosts,goblins, and other spooky experiences make your skin crawl?
                 Submit your spookiest fiction to elizabeth_hartmann@taylor.edu
                 Word Count: 150 words or less
         Deadline: October 13                                      The top stories wil l  be published in Th e ec h o
6A&E
September 28, 2018 FRIDAY
Why do we let something as inconsequential as 
a video game induce such strong anger in us? 
Why do little virtual people cause boiled blood 
and icy stares? 
      
Don’t throw away the game controller: Get 
a life




Everything seems normal until you 
look closer. 
From traffic jams to brushing 
one’s teeth, the art exhibit in Met-
calf gives strange twists to the 
mundane and ordinary things in 
life. 
“Mala’s paintings on paper are an 
exploration of a pilgrim’s search for 
meaning and connection,” Assis-
tant Professor of Art Jeremie Rig-
gleman said. “Unnatural colors, 
unexpected twists on the every-
day, and fantastical scenarios re-
veal the inner and outer dialogue 
of a wanderer.”
The current exhibit called “Fel-
low Traveler” is a collection of piec-
es made by Mala Iqbal whose work 
has been exhibited throughout the 
United States as well as in Austra-
lia, China, Europe and India.
Iqbal has paintings the Queens 
Museum of Art, New York and the 
Philadelphia Academy of the Fine 
Arts. She was born in the Bronx and 
spent most of her life in the bor-
oughs of New York. As a first-gener-
ation American, born to Pakistani 
and German parents, she knows 
four languages including Punjabi, 
Urdu, English and German.
The artist, whose work has tra-
versed the globe, comes to a little 
campus in the middle of the corn-
fields to pick-up more fellow jour-
neyers on our trek through life. 
We’re all itinerant strangers whose 
paths happen to meet. Iqbal’s work 
embodies this notion.
The Ulterior Gallery website de-
scribes Iqbal’s artwork like this: “By 
intermingling different techniques 
and styles, she evokes half-known 
or unknown realms. This quality 
of ‘strangeness’ in her paintings is 
key: the viewer not only encounters 
strangers in her landscapes but is a 
stranger him — or herself.” 
Iqbal’s work reminds Riggleman 
of last fall’s “Shadow and Light” ex-
hibit and artist Jo-Ann VanReeu-
wyk’s workshop where she talked 
with students about finding a “Big 
Idea” for their work. He believes 
both exhibits seek to discover are 
the threads that connect us. 
In a segment about Iqbal on the 
New American Paintings website, 
she describes the thought behind 
her work.
“I try to take something sur-
face-oriented and add depth and 
ambiguity, to bring together worlds 
and styles that (aren’t) supposed to 
meet and make them coexist in a 
way that is sincere and nuanced,” 
Iqbal said. 
Because of the strong sense of 
longing and searching in the work, 
Riggleman wonders if Iqbal found 
what she’s looking for and com-
ments on how many of us feel like 
we weren’t made for this world. 
Iqbal seeks meaning as we wander 
through everyday life.
If not all those who wander are 
lost, surely there is something to 
learn along the way. Perhaps “Fel-
low Traveler” holds some secrets 
for curious sojourners. The exhib-
it will be on display in the Metcalf 
Gallery until Thursday, Oct. 18 and 
is open Monday through Friday 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
“Because we live in a corn field, 
any time an artist has work from 
the city on display, we should make 
it a priority,” Riggleman said. “It 
will never be easier to view fresh 
contemporary artwork from New 




Good times are coming to Grains and Grill
Don’t throw the game controller away: get a life
Photograph by  Ben Williams
Can you see the unusual twist on the ordinary?
Fairmont restaurant 




This Saturday, Grains and Grill 
restaurant in Fairmont is hosting 
a concert to celebrate the James 
Dean Festival.
Music and festivities begin at 5 
p.m., with Cadaver Dogs opening 
the show. Soulshot is to follow at 
6:45 p.m., and Zach Day and Full 
Throttle are to finish off the night 
at 8:30 p.m.
Cadaver Dogs is a rock and roll 
group that plays covers from the 
’60s, ’70s and ’80s. They have been 
playing for Grains and Grill since 
the first concert was hosted.
“This performance is always fun 
for us — we went to high school 
with owners Barry and Joanie How-
ard — and James Dean weekend has 
always been a reunion of family and 
friends,” said Crystal Miller, a mem-
ber of the band.
Soulshot has also worked with 
Grains and Grill before, playing at 
the brewery. They play contempo-
rary music often heard on the radio. 
Zach Day and Full Throttle spe-
cialize in blues rock, but also play 
classic covers with their own twist. 
They have worked with Grains and 
Grill and its attached brewery mul-
tiple times.
“There are so many things I real-
ly enjoy about this particular event, 
but my favorite has to be the open 
parking lot atmosphere,” Day said. 
“It’s just laid back with food and 
drinks and a lot of fun people!”
This will be the fourth concert 
Grains and Grill has hosted since 
2015. 
It was started as a way for Grains 
and Grill to give back to the com-
munity, according to owner Joanie 
Howard. It was a way for the restau-
rant to stay involved even during the 
rush of the James Dean festival.
The concert is free of charge 
and open to people of all ages. 
Guests are encouraged to bring 
their own chairs and be ready for a 
large crowd.
“There’s all kinds of people,” How-
ard said. “I know a lot of different lo-
cal high school and alumni groups 
try to organize to have their class-
mates meet there. So there’s a lot of 
that going on, a lot of impromptu 
class reunions as well.”
Food such as cheeseburgers and 
chili dogs will be available at the 
concert. There will also be a lim-
ited menu available in the restau-
rant itself.
echo@taylor.edu




Scenario: you are about to win your 
first “Fortnite” game. There’s one oth-
er player left. You have a full loadout, 
most of it legendary. Your materials 
are maxed. The other guy is a no-skin. 
You can’t possibly lose.
You engage, rushing with some 
clever building and get in shotgun 
range. Then your game freezes. Two 
seconds later, a thoroughly demoral-
izing “You got 2nd” flashes at the top 
of your screen.
The rage sets in. Maybe it’s a cold 
rage, and you tighten your grip on the 
mouse or controller, clench your jaw 
and scare away your roommate who 
just walked in. Maybe it’s a hot rage, 
and you scream, throw your control-
ler and storm out of the room, slam-
ming the door behind you amidst a 
flurry of expletives.
Cold or hot, one question remains. 
Why?
Why do we let something as incon-
sequential as a video game induce 
such strong anger in us? Why do little 
virtual people cause boiled blood and 
icy stares? Why does it matter when 
we die in a video game?
Answer: it doesn’t. Dying in a video 
game doesn’t matter, and it never will. 
That’s not to say video games don’t 
matter. That’s not to say video games 
shouldn’t invoke emotion. That’s not 
to say they are unhealthy and should 
be purged from every screen.
On the contrary, video games are 
interactive pieces of art that provide 
hours of entertainment, social net-
working and bonding and the op-
portunity to explore worlds we never 
could otherwise.
Video games are beautiful things, 
and the most beautiful thing about 
them is that it doesn’t matter when 
we die. Why? Because the “Ready” 
button will never go away. The “Con-
tinue” button will never go away. The 
chance to reset, respawn, resurrect or 
retry will never be unavailable.
Video games are the one place 
where you’re allowed to fail without 
lasting consequence. Embrace that 
the next time you get second place.
Now grab your controller, hit the 
big yellow “Ready” button, and get 
a(nother) life.
echo@taylor.edu
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Mala Iqbal Art Exhibit
Today – Oct. 18
8 a.m. – 5 p.m. 
Metcalf Gallery
C.S. Lewis and Friends 
Tea




Sept. 30 — 7 p.m.
Butz Carruth Recital Hall 
James Dean Concert 
Sept. 29 — 5 p.m.
Grains and Grill Restaurant
Fairmont, Ind.
Bring your own chair
A&E
Enjoy three band’s music and dinner at a local concert.
A New York artist brings a unique twist on the ordinary




Moria refugee camp 
set up to fail
Abigail Roberts
Staff writer
I stood over a smol-
dering tent, gaz-
ing into the eyes 
of a family who 
once again had 
lost everything.
“Everything, everything was in 
the tent,” an Afghan refugee said. 
“We had just used our bank card to 
buy our first new possessions here, a 
hot water pot, a cooking pan, spices, 
all gone. Why did I leave my coun-
try to just find greater conflict here 
in Moria?”
A military detention center turned 
refugee camp, Moria in Lesvos, 
Greece was built in 2015 to house 
a maximum of 3,000 refugees. Last 
week, a Euro Relief coworker shared 
with me, “(Moria) Camp is now over 
9,000. We’ve had 615 arrivals on Les-
vos in three days.”
Each morning we flashed our IDs at 
the Greek police officers, glanced to-
ward the new arrivals tent, assessing 
how much work lay ahead of us that 
day. The organization we worked for, 
Euro Relief, houses all new arrivals. 
Shouldering their few belongings 
and clutching their identification 
documents tightly in hand, over 100 
refugees shuffled into the New Arriv-
als tent every day. The New Arrivals 
Tent is the refugees’ first home in Eu-
rope. They landed ashore a few hours 
before, after their 5 kilometers raft 
journey from Turkey. 
“This is the video where a Greek 
coast guard began towing our boat,” 
a young Syrian refugee woman from 
Damascus said. “At first, we were 
afraid it was a Turkish boat pulling 
us back to Turkey. But when we saw 
it was Greek, we began to celebrate.” 
In the video, she and her friends 
and family are playing loud music, 
dancing and laughing. 
I wondered if they would be cel-
ebrating if they knew the condi-
tions that awaited them after they 
disembarked. 
It’s 8:30 a.m. and I carefully step 
between a dozen families sprawled 
out on the ground. Sewage runs from 
the two portable toilets. Blankets 
and tarps hang above the chain link 
fence, providing little shelter from 
the weekly rain showers. 
Every morning Euro Relief exam-
ines the list of new arrivals and assess 
which cases are viable for housing 
within the camp. Single women, 
unaccompanied minors and those 
Facebook commenters 
need to cool it
Is there hope in this place?“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Our View
with severe health issues face wait-
listing for re-housing in safer areas. 
The waitlist numbers more than 300 
names. Some wait over five months 
for re-settlement. 
We scan the list for single adult 
males, families and couples with both 
identification papers stamped.
“Mahmud Abbas,” I call out, read-
ing from my sheet. “Mahmud Abbas.” 
I walk the narrow space between 
the tent and fence where families 
camp, squeezed together for lack of 
space. 
“Mahmud Abbas,” I call again.  
Behind the New Arrivals Tent, a 
hand waves. My partner and I crouch 
down beneath a makeshift tarp. Ab-
bas is a Kurd from Iraq. He, his wife 
and children arrived last Saturday, 
waiting in the drizzling rain to be 
housed for two days. Abbas walks 
with a limp, the result of untreated 
back injuries. Pain is etched into the 
lines on his face. 
“Papers?” I ask in broken Farsi. 
“New house, you come with me.”    
Relieved to finally receive housing, 
they smile and quickly gather togeth-
er their UNHCR issued blue back-
packs, blankets and water bottles.  
As we exit the New Arrivals Tent 
and trudge up a sharp incline to-
ward Euro Relief ’s offices, the mother 
peppers me with questions in bro-
ken Arabic.
“Will we be housed in a caravan? 
A big tent? Will we be near the food 
line? Will we be close to doctors? Will 
we be near other Kurds?” 
The question she really wants 
to ask is, “Will she and her family 
be safe?”
The honest answer I don’t want to 
give is, “Probably not.”
On a weekly basis fights break out 
within the camp. People groups hold-
ing centuries of animosity against 
each other live side by side in tents. 
The camp is filled with restless young 
men, suffering from PTSD and dealing 
with trauma from wars within their 
own nations.   
Tuesday, July 10, we walked into 
what looked like a warzone. I will 
never forget it. 
Tents burned to the ground, struc-
tures broken down, house structures 
raided, clothing, personal belongings, 
food and trash thrown everywhere, 
tents slashed, graffiti sprayed across 
a large tarp.
A fight between the Afghans and 
Arabs had broken out during the 
night. 
I knew each and every family in 
each of those tents we had set up 
just days before. I knew their stories, 
I knew their trauma. They didn’t de-
serve this. 
“I just want to protect my baby,” 
an Afghan man shared. “I can fight; 
I can stand my ground, but this lit-
tle guy,” motioning to the 2-year-old 
boy strapped to his chest giggling and 
kicking, “It is for him I am so afraid.”
As of Sept. 10, Greece has been giv-
en 30 days to clean up Moria or face 
closure. 
According to The Guardian, Mo-
ria was set up to fail. Policy makers 
believed refugees would tell their 
friends and family back home not to 
come if the conditions they encoun-
tered were terrible. 
Yet the reality is refugees are still 
coming. Maintaining this devastat-






Hope Bolinger’s article entitled 
“Taylor University needs to cool it,” 
published in the Aug. 31, 2018 edi-
tion, was quickly met with hostility 
from online commenters.
This week,  The Echo Edi-
torial Board sat down to dis-
cuss the strong opposition to 
Bolinger’s submission.
The article advocated that the 
three residence halls on Taylor’s 
campus lacking air conditioning–
Olson Hall, Wengatz Hall and En-
glish Hall–should either be given 
air conditioning or have a lower 
cost of room and board.
On the Facebook post promot-
ing the article, six out of the eleven 
original comments had strong neg-
ative connotations, while two com-
ments were neutral or pointed out 
a correction and three sympathized 
with the sentiment expressed in 
the article. The comment threads 
under several of the original com-
ments showed further division on 
the subject.
One comment simply says, 
“Wow… first world problem”.
“If you are picking a dorm based 
on A/C you’re doing Taylor wrong,” 
reads another. “A dorm is part of 
your identity and overall experi-
ence at Taylor with all the tradi-
tions the dorms have. While A/C is 
nice I certainly did not pick Sammy 
Morris because of it”.
The Editorial Board acknowledg-
es that air conditioning is a conve-
nience, as expressed by another 
commenter. Students are not enti-
tled to air conditioning by any in-
alienable right.
Further, several members of the 
Editorial Board live in residence 
halls without air conditioning and 
do not desire to move. One’s dorm 
is indeed part of one’s overall Tay-
lor experience, and air conditioning 
is not a substantial enough issue to 
catalyze a residence hall change for 
many students.
Rather than a matter of entitle-
ment or a matter of experience, 
having air conditioning in every 
dorm is a matter of practicality.
An article published in the Asian 
Campus Tribune entitled “VOA: Hot 
Dorm Rooms Could Affect Students’ 
Memory” highlights a Harvard Uni-
versity study done on the effects of 
dorm temperature on students’ ac-
ademic performance. 
According to the article, the 
study found that students liv-
ing in residence halls without air 
conditioning performed worse on 
basic cognitive tests than those 
who live in residence halls with 
air conditioning.
The research team attributed 
these differences to the negative 
effects of the higher temperatures 
on the participants’ sleep.
This study supports the results of 
a survey done by Taylor University 
senior Jori Hanna, which found that 
less than 10 percent of residents 
felt comfortable studying in dorm 
rooms without air conditioning.
One commenter added to the 
Facebook post, “A/C is for the weak.”
That may be true, but according 
to these studies, it seems that air 
conditioning is also for the effec-
tive student.
If Taylor University seeks to ed-
ucate students in the best way 
possible, it seems that adding air 
conditioning to Wengatz Hall, Ol-
son Hall and English Hall would be 
a good place to start.
Ultimately, the Editorial Board 
believes that Bolinger’s proposed 
solutions of reducing the cost of 
room and board for students in 
those three dorms or adding air 
conditioning to those three dorms 
both seem like fair compensation 
to the students for the potential 
negative effects to their academ-
ic performance.
The opinions expressed in Our 
View columns reflect the views of The 
Echo Editorial Board, and not nec-
essarily those of Taylor University.
echo@taylor.edu
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Opinions Editor
Use your melon. Protest 
melon and gourd.
Melon and gourd is one of Tay-
lor’s most well-known traditions. 
Third West Wengatz runs around 
campus juking, dodging and hiding 
while cradling the melon or gourd. 
It seems innocent until you consid-
er the injustice inflicted upon the 
melon and gourd. They’re stuffed 
in backpacks and plastic bags, 
dropped on sidewalks and are even 
bitten. How can we, the Taylor com-
munity, overlook the melon’s and 
the gourd’s suffering? Did you know 
that 0 percent of Taylor students 
have ever been melons? As students 
that have never been fruits, it’s dif-
ficult for us to empathize with the 
victims. Upon approaching the PA 
of the wing to bring this problem 
to light, senior Will Schaufelberg-
er said, “Melon and Gourd… bad… 
for… melon.” We were appalled at 
this statement, and we thought 
there was one person on campus 
that could put an end to this mad-
ness: President P. Lowell Haines. 
Surprisingly, President Haines did 
not comment on this topic (to be 
fair, we never asked for a comment). 
The final perspective to bring to 
light is that of the melon. A local 
C0-Editor in Chief
“I wondered if they would be celebrating if they 
knew the conditions that awaited them after 
they disembarked.”
Is there hope in this place?
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melon, who wishes to stay anony-
mous, said, “…”. Though his words 
were few, the melon was clearly op-
posed to the tradition. We must be 
united against melon and gourd 
through peaceful protest. The pro-
test will take place at the melon and 
gourd finish line next Friday at 10 
a.m. To stand in solidarity against 
melon and gourd, wear clothes to 






The Moria refugee camp in Lesvos, Greece is far past capacity.
Sophomore Chloe Sohmer uses a fan to cool down inside Olson Hall.













“Seek justice, reprove the ruth-
less, defend the orphan, plead for 
the widow” (Isaiah 1:17). As a Chris-
tian, this is a direct call to social jus-
tice. To respond to this by creating a 
website broadly labelled “The State-
ment on Social Justice & the Gospel,” 
in which you brand the “nebulous 
rubric of concern for ‘social justice’” 
as full of “dangerous ideas and cor-
rupted moral values,” cite the Bible in 
fighting this “philosophy and empty 
deceit” (referencing Paul no less), and 
choose to reaffirm your faith in con-
clusion, is to make the gospel a moral 
abomination. If you who signed this 
demand people to attempt to truly 
understand your message, you are 
equally responsible to put in the effort 
of making your message exception-
ally understandable to those people. 
Change “social justice” to “Marxist, 
leftist ideologies” and be exception-
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Taylor men’s soccer is making a 
point to bring more fans to their 
games, and their efforts are be-
ginning to pay off.
Those who attended the Tro-
jan’s home game on Sept. 15 vs. 
Indiana Tech will remember the 
visitor’s side of Turner Stadium 
being occupied by a lively stu-
dent section.
The group calls themselves the 
“Trojan 12th,”in references to their 
identity as Taylor’s 12th player on 
the field, giving them an advan-
tage. The crowd can be seen pa-
rading the streets from Wengatz 
Hall to Turner Stadium carrying 
a “Trojan 12th” banner and blow-
ing horns.
Head Coach Gary Ross has 
been wanting to improve the en-
ergy inside the stadium on game 
nights for awhile, and it finally 
seems like things are going on 
the right direction.
“(It’s) an absolute benefit (to 
have hype coming from the 
stands.) They are great. Funny, 
loud, and really supportive. It’s 
a big deal and I love it,” Ross 
said. 
Sophomores Jakob Sprung-
er and Mike Aust are leading 
the charge for the Trojan 12th 
and believe their efforts are 
going to do great things for 
the team.
“It’s basically a 12 versus 11 at 
this point with us there,” Sprun-
ger said. “The other team’s al-
ready down a man when we’re in 
the stadium.”
The group knows that its 
presence inside Turner Stadi-
um brings the energy of men’s 
soccer games to a new level. 
However, the goals of the Tro-
jan 12th go far beyond add-
ing a little fun to an ordinary 
Wednesday night.
The Trojan 12th is looking to 
win, and win a lot.
“I just really hope everybody 
who goes has a great time,” Sprun-
ger said. “That the team can give 
the crowd what they want; vic-
tories and a championship. And 
for every time they score, to cel-
ebrate with us.”
Coach Ross had informed the 
team prior to its Sept. 15th tilt 
against Indiana Tech that he 
wanted each of them to recruit 
fans for the games.
Sophomore midfielder Alex 
Gallup, the man who coined the 
term Trojan 12th, spurred the 
growing movement by bringing 
his friends onboard.
Jarheads and Maddawgs on the up and up
Men’s and women’s 
cross country outrun 
competition at home meet
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer
For the first time in four years, 
Taylor cross country hosted the Ray 
Bullock Invitational at Taylor Uni-
versity Farm on Sept. 21. Both men’s 
( Jarheads) and women’s (Madd-
awgs) teams faced off against eight 
other teams. Both teams claimed 
first place in both races.
For the Maddawgs, they came 
into the meet ranked #2 in the 
NAIA Coaches’ Top 25 poll. Senior 
Alex Berends came out first overall 
in the race. Despite where she fin-
ished, Berends was unsure of how 
the race would end up. 
“It honestly didn’t feel like it was 
going to be an amazing day right 
away,” Berends said. “First half was 
kind of tiring, but I was really the 
entire time focused on the fourth 
and fifth (kilometer marks).”
The course nicknamed, “The 
Farm,” is thought to be very tough 
for its hilly terrain. Especially “the 
pipeline,” a large uphill climb at the 
seven kilometer mark.
Coach Quinn White noted the 
high expectations the Maddawgs 
Bringing Turner Stadium back to life
Junior Hunter Smith crosses the finish 
line during the Bullock Invitational
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9/21 Bullock Invitational           1st of 9 
Men’s Soccer
9/26 Spring Arbor                         L 1-0
Women’s Soccer
9/21 Campbellsville                     W 3-0
9/26 Spring Arbor                         L 2-0
Taylor University fans celebrate during a home soccer match.




“I had a lot of races in the past where my last 
stretch is kind of weak,” Berends said. “So 
going  into the final stretch I was thinking, ‘not 
this time.’”
Jarheads and Maddawgs on the up and up
Gallup has experienced first-
hand how much of a game changer 
it is to have fans cheering you on.
“It’s a lot easier when there’s 
people there, backing you,” Gal-
lup said. “When you get tired 
and hear them cheering for you 
it just makes you want to work 
even harder.”
Gallup and the rest of the team 
are hopeful that they will be able 
to finish top three in the league 
and bring a tournament game 
back to Turner Stadium.
The Trojans, along with their 
plus one, will host Bethel College 






had coming into the meet, with a 
lot of competition including num-
ber five Madonna, Mount Ver-
non, Spring Arbor and Indiana 
Wesleyan. 
“This is not an easy course,” White 
said. “We train on it every week, 
so we’re very used to it. I think we 
were just mindful of where the hills 
were, where to surge and where to 
be gritty.” 
White was satisfied with how 
his team performed, but he noted 
the flaws as well. White said the 
Maddawgs needed to pack better 
and drop more time. He said their 
four, five, six and seven need to get 
closer to the top three.
In the final stretch of the race, 
Berends dashed to the finish line 
at 17:58.
“I had a lot of races in the past 
where my last stretch is kind of 
weak,” Berends said. “So, going into 
the final stretch I was just thinking, 
‘Not this time.’”
The Maddawgs swept the top 
three spots, with the top seven ath-
letes finishing top–11.
White said beating Madonna 
and finishing first again solidifies 
them as a top five team. However, 
White does not sense any pressure 
going forward.
“I don’t look at it as pressure,” White 
said. “I look at it as opportunities to 
compete. We were fifth at nationals 
last year. We’ve got everybody back. 
We’ve been on a big stage a lot and 
we want to run with conviction that 
we can run with just about anybody.”
For the Jarheads, the legs of ju-
nior Hunter Smith and senior 
Ben Byrd won out. Despite miss-
ing sophomore Daniel Gerber and 
sophomore Josh Roth, the Jarheads 
overcame the setback.
“It was really special,” Smith said. 
“Definitely because we didn’t have 
our two best guys and so that was 
a little scary coming into this. We 
also didn’t know if we won, we 
thought we lost while we were 
cooling down and then to hear that 
we had won in the last second was 
really special and really cool.”
Smith said junior Connor Legge 
finishing in third place was spe-
cial, since Legge dealt with injuries. 
Legge’s first two seasons at Taylor 
were plagued with injuries.
Jarheads Coach Lance Vander-
berg described Smith as a gutsy 
runner from beginning to end. 
 “I thought we battled really nice-
ly,” Vanderberg said. “We had a cou-
ple guys who really had the races 
they had been waiting for. Connor 
Legge stepped up big time after 
dealing with a lot of injury at the 
beginning of his career . . . we rest-
ed two of our top five, but still came 
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FOOTBALL
9/29 Saint Xavier 6 p.m.
MEN’S GOLF
9/21 Battle as Blackthorn (A) 12 p.m.
9/22 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 9 a.m.
MEN’S SOCCER
9/29 Bethel 1 p.m.
10/3 Goshen (A) 7 p.m.
MEN’S TENNIS
9/29 Indiana Tech 11 a.m.
10/3 Crossroads Tournament (A)
10/4 Crossroads Tournament (A)
VOLLEYBALL
9/28 Trinity Christian (A) 3 p.m.
9/28 Olivet Nazarene (A) 7 p.m.
9/29 Saint Xavier (A) 1 p.m.
9/29 Campbellsville (A) 3 p.m.
WOMEN’S GOLF
9/29 Saint Francis Invitational (A) 9 a.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
9/29 Bethel (A) 2 p.m.
10/3 Goshen 7 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
9/29 Indiana Tech 11 a.m.
10/2 Crossroads League Tournament (A)
10/4 Crossroads League Tournament (A)
out with the win.”
Vanderberg said the team still 
needs to work on the speed need-
ed to compete.
Vanderberg also said his team 
trains out on the course weekly. 
They had wondered what it was 
like to race on it. The next time 
Taylor will host at “The Farm” will 
be the conference meet.
Both teams will compete at the 
NAIA Preview meet in Cedar Rap-
ids, Iowa on Oct. 6.
echo@taylor.edu
